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decoelast® – Elastic, Hygienic and Sound-Absorbent
The new decoelast® flooring system combines a decorative and 
seamless polyurethane coating with a sound-absorbent elastic 
layer. BSW has developed decoelast® to unify the softness and 
sound-absorbent qualities of textile floor covering with the hy-
gienic benefits of plastic flooring. decoelast® is pleasant to walk 
on and easy to clean. decoelast® has a sealed and seamless 
surface that is repellent to both liquids and dirt. decoelast® is 
available in a range of colours that can be combined for a range 
of looks or complemented using Decorative Chips – enabling 
you to create your own decoelast® design. You can also add a 
range of soft elastic layers with different properties to your 
decoelast® flooring. 

decoelast® is elastic + sound-absorbent + hygienic.

decoelast® comes in 30 base colours, along with a
corresponding range of Decorative Chips decors that can be 
combined with the base colours to suit your taste. Altogether, 
you can choose from 900 different combinations. And that is 
not all: we can create special colours upon request based on
RAL Classic and RAL Design and produce the Decorative
Chips decors to match your requirements. The only limit to the
number of designs that can be created using decoelast®

is your imagination. 

decoelast® is decorative + creative + individual.

You can finish your decoelast® flooring with a number of
different surface structures. Choose from a transparent coating, 
matt surface or anti-slip minerals depending on the type and 
intensity of use. Combining the different surface structures and 
elastic options gives the flooring different qualities, enabling you 
to tailor decoelast® to your exact requirements.

decoelast® is specialised + adaptable + versatile.

hospitals + doctors’ practices + therapy centres
+ nurseries + schools + universities + libraries
+ sports halls + multipurpose halls + indoor play
areas + fitness clubs + exhibition halls + museums
+ galleries + retail outlets + common rooms +
service areas + administrative buildings +
storerooms + production areas + catering areas
+ hotels + residential homes + rental properties
+ exclusive, design-focused private homes

decoelast® is ideal for: 

Colours and Decors

Surface Structures

1  decoelast® with a matt colour finish •  2   decoelast® with a silk matt 
transparent coating

Different base colours and Decorative Chips decors

1

2
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decoelast® mychoice: Choose Your Individual decoelast® Design

decoelast® mychoice offers you 30 base colours and the 
corresponding Decorative Chips decor

+ 30 base colours + 30 decors
    
or 30 base colours without decors

+ These are the decoelast® mychoice colour combinations.  
 The full range of available colours can be found on page  
 247.

+ State the name of your base colour + the decor number in  
 your enquiry.

+ We will send you a sample of decoelast® mychoice, for   
 helping your preliminary decision-making process. 

+ We will assist you with help + advice during the whole   
 project.

The shipping costs are about €20 for a decoelast® mychoice sample. Of course, 
we will refund you this fee in the event of an order.

Grass Green
Decor GR3

Beech Green
Decor GR5

Pale Brown
Decor BR2

Spruce Brown
Decor BR3

Hazelnut
Decor BR4

Earth Brown
Decor BR5

Matt Rose
Decor R2

Salmon Red
Decor R3

Brown Orange
Decor R4

Dark Indigo 
Decor B4

Sea Blue
Decor B5

This is just a small selection.

The colours shown may differ slightly 
from the originals due to the nature 
of the printing process. 

For the entire range of our 30 base colours and 
decors see page 235: BSW Design Center.

BSW
Design 
Center

Contact: Thomas Beitzel, Phone: +49 2751 803-130  •  t.beitzel@berleburger.de; 
Peter Breuer, Phone: +49 2751 803-131 •  p.breuer@berleburger.de  •  Downloads at 
www.berleburger.com: Technical Data Sheets, Certificates

mailto:t.beitzel%40berleburger.de?subject=
mailto:p.breuer%40berleburger.de?subject=
http://www.berleburger.com
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decoelast® myway: Design Your Own decoelast®

decoelast® myway offers you 

+ 30 base colours 

+ 30 Decorative Chips decors, which can be combined 
    with each colour

= 900 different combinations 

+ These are the decoelast® myway colour combinations.   
 The full range of available colours can be found on page  
 248. 

+ In your enquiry, state the name of the desired base colour  
 + the decor number.

+ To help in your preliminary decision-making process,   
 we will send you an exclusively produced sample. 

+ We will assist you with help + advice during the whole   
 project.

+ At our website you can find our design software (see unit   
 decoelast®). With this software you can visualise the   
 individual combinations.

This is just a small selection.

The colours shown may differ slightly 
from the originals due to the nature 
of the printing process. 

+ It costs about €80 to produce a decoelast® myway sample. Of   
 course, we will refund you this fee in the event of an order.

Basalt with Decor Y3

Ice Blue with Decor Y3

Ice Blue with Decor B5

Shell White Decor B5

For the entire range of our 30 base colours and 
decors see page 235: BSW Design Center.

BSW
Design 
Center

Contact: Thomas Beitzel, Phone: +49 2751 803-130  •  t.beitzel@berleburger.de; 
Peter Breuer, Phone: +49 2751 803-131 •  p.breuer@berleburger.de  •  Downloads at 
www.berleburger.com: Technical Data Sheets, Certificates
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decoelast® mycreation: Create Your decoelast® Design

This is just a small selection.

The colours shown may differ slightly 
from the originals due to the nature 
of the printing process. 

Colour 27

Colour 28Colour 2

RAL Classic 3012 Red Beige 
with Colour 2, Colour 28, 
Colour 27

For the entire range of our 30 Decorative Chips
colours see page 235: BSW Design Center.

BSW
Design 
Center

Colour 26

RAL Classic 4009 Pastel 
Violet with Colour 26

RAL Design 010 70 15 with 
Colour 18 and Colour 19

Colour 19Colour 18

decoelast® mycreation offers you 

+ All colours based on RAL Classic.

+  All colours based on RAL Design.  

+  30 Decorative Chips decors, which can be combined 
    with each colour.

+ State us your desired colour based on RAL Classic or   
 RAL Design.

+ State the Decorative Chips colour from our colour chart.

+ We will produce a product sample in the desired colours.

+ We will assist you with help + advice during the whole   
 project.

+ Finally, you will receive your unique flooring.

+ Note that our colour mixtures are only approximations of the 
 RAL colours. Slight variations are not avoidable as they are related to    
 production and raw material. 
+ Bear in mind that your chosen colour has to be produced first therefore  
 it can takes  4–6 weeks to manufacture your individual decoelast®   
 mycreation sample. Each decoelast® mycreation colour sample costs   
 about €450. Of course, we will refund you this fee in the event of an order,  
 depending on your order volume. If you have any questions, please feel  
 free to contact our friendly customer consultants.
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The decoelast® Systems
decoelast® +

decoelast® +++

decoelast® ++

comprises the following as standard:

+ Transparent finish (Finish I), with other finishes available as  
    options (Finish II, III, IV)
+ Colour layer with optional Decorative Chips
+ 2 mm PUR cover layer
+ PUR pore sealant
+ 4 mm Recoflex® impact sound insulation layer
+ Adhesive application on screed/subsurface

decoelast® + is the versatile PUR flooring system for univer-
sal use. The thickness (4 mm) and density of the elastic layer 
combined with a PUR coating creates a high level of impact 
sound insulation, optimal load resilience, and a certain 
degree of softness and elasticity. decoelast® + is suitable 
for almost any area of use in commercial construction. For 
the surface layer, we recommend Finish I (see page 158), 
a transparent coating over the colour finish of your choice. 
This finish is extremely dirt-resistant and easy to maintain. Of 
course, you are free to choose from the rest of our wide range
of finishes (pages 158 and 159).

comprises the following as standard:

+ Transparent finish (Finish I), with other finishes  
    available as options (Finish II, III, IV)
+ Colour layer with optional Decorative Chips
+ 2 mm PUR cover layer
+ PUR pore sealant
+ 8 mm Recoflex® impact sound insulation layer with low       
    material density
+ Adhesive application on screed/subsurface

decoelast® +++ is the PUR flooring system with a firm 
focus on walking comfort and softness. The 8 mm Recoflex® 
Elastic layer provides decoelast® +++ with a noticeable 
amount of give underfoot. A slight depression is visible under 
close observation when applying a concentrated load by 
standing on shoe heels or tiptoes. The elasticity exhibited 
by decoelast® +++ closely approximates our point-elastic 
regugym® sports floor. Point-elastic floors are well suited for 
children, senior citizens, fitness class rooms, homes and 
standing workstations without rolling loads or heavy impact 
loads, as well as in barefoot areas. In such cases, the trans-
parent finish (Finish I) can often be omitted or an anti-slip 
finish used instead (page 159).

comprises the following as standard:

+ Transparent finish (Finish I), with other finishes  
    available as options (Finish II, III, IV)
+ Colour layer with optional Decorative Chips
+ 2 mm PUR cover layer
+ PUR pore sealant
+ 6 mm Recoflex® impact sound insulation layer
+ Adhesive application on screed/subsurface

decoelast® ++ is the PUR flooring system with increased 
walking comfort. The thick elastic layer (6 mm) provides a 
soft feeling underfoot and gives that added + when it comes 
to impact sound insulation. decoelast® ++ is ideal for all 
areas frequented by a large number of people: common areas 
in which only small or a limited number of rolling loads are 
moved around, in doctors’ practices and therapy centres, 
auditoria, cinemas, museums, etc. 

decoelast® ++ provides the ideal combination of underfoot 
comfort, resilience and sound absorption. In rooms where 
outdoor shoes are not usually worn, the transparent finish 
can be omitted to reduce the amount of light reflected and 
increase the floor’s anti-slip properties (Finish II).

Contact: Thomas Beitzel, Phone: +49 2751 803-130  •  t.beitzel@berleburger.de; 
Peter Breuer, Phone: +49 2751 803-131 •  p.breuer@berleburger.de  •  Downloads at 
www.berleburger.com: Technical Data Sheets, Certificates
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The Components
1 The Recoflex® impact sound insulating and elastic layer is  
    rolled out, cut to size and

2 glued

3 to the prepared and levelled subsurface. 

4 The Recoflex® layer is covered with a polyurethane pore       
    sealant. 

5 The PUR cover layer is then poured to a thickness of  
    approx. 2 mm and levelled.

6 Once the cover layer has dried out, the solvent-free PUR    
    colour layer is applied using a roller.

7  If desired, Decorative Chips are scattered over the
    colour layer before it is completely dry.

8  The solvent-free transparent finish is then also applied
     using a roller.

The transparent finish can be omitted as an option (without 
Decorative Chips only). If Decorative Chips are used, the trans-
parent finish must be applied.

3

1

2

4

5
6

7

8
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The Surfaces
Finish I

Finish II

Finish I is the universal coating that provides decoelast® with 
its excellent resilience and makes it extremely easy to clean. 
The water-based PUR transparent coating is applied to the 
colour finish to provide a protective layer. The colours remain
fresh and are largely protected against scratch marks and wear.

Finish II comprises the water-based PUR colour layer without 
the transparent coating. This version removes one of the work 
processes and saves on costs. The matt surface prevents strong 
light flares and reflections. Since it requires somewhat more
cleaning, we recommend that Finish II is used in areas that 
experience only light traffic or that are walked upon with clean 
shoes. Finish II is available only without Decorative Chips. 

Surface under close magnification.

Surface under close magnification.
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Finish III

Finish IV

Finish III includes anti-slip minerals within the transparent 
coating, enabling it to combine increased anti-slip properties 
(slipperiness classification R10) with the ease of cleaning 
exhibited by Finish I.

The colour finish of Finish IV includes anti-slip minerals and 
does not have a transparent coating. This reduces the overall 
cost while guaranteeing the same level of safety exhibited by 
Finish III as a result of its anti-slip properties (slipperiness 
classification R 10). The rough surface of Finish IV is, how-
ever, harder to clean and it is therefore best suited to areas that 
are not at a high risk of becoming dirty. Finish IV is available 
without Decorative Chips only.

Surface under close magnification.

Surface under close magnification.

Contact: Thomas Beitzel, Phone: +49 2751 803-130  •  t.beitzel@berleburger.de; 
Peter Breuer, Phone: +49 2751 803-131 •  p.breuer@berleburger.de  •  Downloads at 
www.berleburger.com: Technical Data Sheets, Certificates
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decoelast® for Healthcare + Education
Hospitals + Doctors’ Practices + Therapy Centres

Nurseries + Schools + Universities + Libraries

decoelast® is extremely hygienic and easy to clean.
decoelast® can be fitted with an anti-slip finish upon request.
decoelast® absorbs impact sound and airborne noise.
The seamless, sealed surface of decoelast® is repellent to both 
liquids and dirt.
decoelast® is flexible underfoot, which prevents signs of fatigue 
when standing or walking for long periods.
The softness of decoelast® is kind on the musculoskeletal 
system of orthopaedic patients.
decoelast® can be fitted with an extra-soft elastic layer for 
physiotherapy and occupational therapy centres.
decoelast® has a good level of chemical resistance.
decoelast® is seamless, which reduces rattling and vibration-
induced noise from rolling loads.
decoelast® is castor-proof, abrasion-resistant, durable and 
hard-wearing.

decoelast® absorbs impact sound and reduces the level of 
general background noise in highly frequented areas.
The level of elasticity exhibited by decoelast® can be specified, 
making decoelast® an excellent play surface that can cushion 
minor falls.
decoelast® is hygienic, easy to clean and liquid-repellent.
decoelast® is kind to your health.
decoelast® can be fitted with an anti-slip finish upon request.
decoelast® is hard-wearing and durable.
decoelast® can be resurfaced in whole or in part by abrading 
the existing top layer and applying a new one.

Contact: Thomas Beitzel, Phone: +49 2751 803-130  •  t.beitzel@berleburger.de; 
Peter Breuer, Phone: +49 2751 803-131 •  p.breuer@berleburger.de  •  Downloads at 
www.berleburger.com: Technical Data Sheets, Certificates
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decoelast® for Performance + Presentation
Sports Halls + Multipurpose Halls + Indoor Play 
Areas + Fitness Clubs

Exhibition Halls + Museums + Galleries + Auditoria 
+ Concert Halls + Cinemas

decoelast® can be combined with regugym® sports flooring and 
playfix® indoor impact protection flooring which are also manu-
factured by BSW. All three flooring systems can be finished with 
the same surface structure and colour. However, they differ in 
terms of their sports-related properties and safety characteris-
tics. By combining decoelast®, regugym® and playfix® indoor, 
you can fit your multipurpose sports and recreational buildings  
with a visually uniform yet functional and highly specialised 
flooring system.
decoelast® reduces the risk of slipping in corridors, changing 
rooms and other service areas in swimming pools.
decoelast® absorbs impact sound, which improves the acous-
tics in large halls.
decoelast® is easy to clean and is moisture-repellent.
decoelast® can be used together with underfloor heating.
decoelast® is pleasantly soft in areas where people go barefoot.
decoelast® is seamless, which prevents the intrusion of mois-
ture and dirt.

decoelast® absorbs sound from impacts and walking, which 
reduces the level of background noise caused by the presence 
of a large number of people and improves overall room acous-
tics. Without a transparent finish, decoelast® has a matt sur-
face that eliminates light flares and reflections to a large extent.
decoelast® has a sealed surface that is free of fibres, pores 
and joints, making it easy to clean. decoelast® combines the 
softness and impact-sound-absorbent qualities of textile floor 
coverings with the cleanliness of plastic or mineral flooring.
Upon request, we can manufacture decoelast® in individual 
colour shades based on RAL Classic and RAL Design.

Contact: Thomas Beitzel, Phone: +49 2751 803-130  •  t.beitzel@berleburger.de; 
Peter Breuer, Phone: +49 2751 803-131 •  p.breuer@berleburger.de  •  Downloads at 
www.berleburger.com: Technical Data Sheets, Certificates
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decoelast® for Retail + Production

Retail Outlets + Common Rooms +Service Areas

Offices + Storerooms + Production Areas

In the right colours, the matt finish surface of decoelast®  cre-
ates a young, trendy look.
Different areas can be clearly defined using different decoelast® 

colours and colour patterns. 
Colour overlays, Decorative Chip designs (see colour chart), 
adhesive text and graphics for temporary sales promotions, 
and special colours based on RAL Classic and RAL Design to 
match walls, ceilings and interior decorations are all part of the 
service.
The noticeable softness of decoelast®  enables staff and cus-
tomers to stay on their feet and walk around for longer.
decoelast®  is hard-wearing and durable.
decoelast®  is easy to clean.

decoelast® is castor-proof and suitable for rolling loads (serving 
trolleys, hand trucks, etc.).
decoelast® absorbs sound from impacts and walking. It reduces 
the level of background noise and makes it easier to concen-
trate on working.
decoelast® is easy and quick to clean, largely stain-resistant 
and has a good level of resistance to chemical attack.
Moisture is unable to penetrate the sealed and seamless 
decoelast®  surface.
decoelast® can be given an anti-slip finish upon request.
decoelast® is hard-wearing and durable.
decoelast® can be resurfaced in whole or in part by applying a 
new colour finish.
At standing workstations, the soft elasticity of decoelast® 

reduces signs of fatigue caused by long periods of time spent 
standing or walking and helps prevent damage to the musculo-
skeletal system.
Stickers or colour overlays can be used to create direction signs, 
identification marks, company logos, etc., either temporarily or 
permanently.
Special colours matching your corporate design and based on 
RAL Classic and RAL Design are part of the service.

Contact: Thomas Beitzel, Phone: +49 2751 803-130  •  t.beitzel@berleburger.de; 
Peter Breuer, Phone: +49 2751 803-131 •  p.breuer@berleburger.de  •  Downloads at 
www.berleburger.com: Technical Data Sheets, Certificates
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decoelast® for Hotel Business + Food + Drink + Living

Hotels + Catering

Residential Homes + Rental Properties + Exclusive, 
Design-Focused Homes and Hotels

decoelast® is ideally suited for use in restaurant chains, theme 
restaurants, dance floors, nightclubs and fitness areas in hotels. 
After all, anti-slip finishes, impact sound absorbency, flame 
resistance, cigarette ember resistance, ease of cleaning and a 
long service life are the best possible characteristics for use in 
the catering sector.

Colour overlays, Decorative Chip designs (see BSW Design Cen-
ter), adhesive text and graphics for temporary sales promotions, 
and special colours based on RAL Classic and RAL Design to 
match walls, ceilings and interior decorations are all part of the 
service.

Its functional properties make decoelast® an excellent flooring 
solution for residential homes and rental properties where some 
of the main considerations are impact sound absorption, suit-
ability for underfloor heating, a soft feeling underfoot, durability 
and ease of cleaning.

While maintaining a constant surface structure, living and so-
cial areas can be differentiated using different colours to provide 
a visual distinction between private and common rooms.
Increased elasticity and anti-slip properties in living areas for 
senior citizens and handicapped persons can be integrated al-
most seamlessly with flooring in areas that do not require these 
special properties.

A further potential use for decoelast® is in large, design-focused 
homes that require flooring that goes beyond the usual mater-
ials. A plastic floor that feels as soft as a carpet underfoot and 
can be colour-matched to walls, ceilings and interior furnishings 
is an interesting option for some private homes. 

Contact: Thomas Beitzel, Phone: +49 2751 803-130  •  t.beitzel@berleburger.de; 
Peter Breuer, Phone: +49 2751 803-131 •  p.breuer@berleburger.de  •  Downloads at 
www.berleburger.com: Technical Data Sheets, Certificates
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decoelast® + Health + Environmental Protection
Recoflex® Impact Sound Protection and Elastic Layer

The Recoflex® impact sound insulation and elastic layer is 
made up of wood, cork, latex and solvent-free polyurethane. 
Recoflex® is kind to health, recyclable and conserves natural 
resources. For further information to this innovative material 
(developed by BSW), see the chapter Consumer Solutions 
Center from page 253 onwards.

decoelast® PUR Cover Layer

The 2 mm polyurethane cover layer used in the three 
decoelast® flooring systems is free of solvents and kind to 
health.

decoelast® PUR Colour Finish + Transparent Coating

The polyurethane colour finish (Finish II), the PUR transparent 
coating (Finish I) and the variants Finish III and IV are 2-com-
ponent, water-based, solvent-free and kind to health.

Adhesive for Gluing the Recoflex® Impact Sound Pro-
tection and Elastic Layer to the Subsurface 

Solvent-free, environmentally friendly dispersion adhesive or 
suitable alternatives, depending on the subsurface. 

Removal + Disposal

decoelast® can be removed in the same way as an elastic floor-
ing that has been glued in strips. Requirements for environmen-
tally friendly disposal are set at the national level and approval 
must be obtained from the responsible authorities.
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Tested + Certified + Monitored
DIN EN ISO 9001 + DIN EN ISO 14001 + 
OHSAS 18001

Recoflex®, the elastic layer used in decoelast® floors, is made 
primarily from natural raw materials, conserves natural re-
sources and is kind to health. Recoflex® has been granted a 
Blue Angel Eco-Label for its environmental properties in line 
with RAL-UZ 76. Recoflex®, which was developed by BSW, 
has also received two environmental awards.

BSW works in accordance with certified and verified guidelines 
for quality, efficiency, safety and environmental protection.

Recoflex®The elastic and impact-sound-absorbent layer used in 
decoelast® is made from Recoflex®, a material developed by 
BSW in 2004. Recoflex® is used to create rounded moulded 
parts in the furniture industry, as well as for elastic components 
in flooring construction.

If customers have specific requirements of decoelast® in terms 
of elasticity, we can also create elastic layers from the material 
Regupol®. Regupol® is a rubber-based material from BSW. 
Regupol® is used throughout the world for both indoor and 
outdoor sports surfaces.

Our materials are produced exclusively in Germany in state-of-
the-art and safe manufacturing plants. Our employees are paid 
in line with industry-standard pay scales. Our safe workplaces, 
high level of motivation and state-of-the-art production tech-
niques guarantee the highest level of quality.

Contact: Thomas Beitzel, Phone: +49 2751 803-130  •  t.beitzel@berleburger.de; 
Peter Breuer, Phone: +49 2751 803-131 •  p.breuer@berleburger.de  •  Downloads at 
www.berleburger.com: Technical Data Sheets, Certificates

Regupol®
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decoelast® + Quality + Reliability
Areas of Use

Residential  22+ heavy use
Commercial  33 normal use

Reaction to Fire in Accordance with EN 13501-1

Cfl-s1 difficult to ignite

VOC Emissions in Accordance with EN 13419

< 1,000 µg/m3 low emissions

Thermal Conductivity

0.10 W/mk. Suitable for underfloor heating

Suitability for Damp Environments

Good

Slipperiness Classification in Line with BGR 181

Stain Resistance

Impact Sound Insulation

Finish I and II:    R9
Finish III and IV:  R10 anti-slip

Good
Finish I and III:   very good stain resistance 
Finish II and IV:  remove high staining substances immediately

approx. 21 dB, depending on decoelast® system 

Castor Resistance in Accordance with EN 425

Ease of Cleaning

Suitable for castors type W (in line with EN 12529).

Very good
Refer to our cleaning recommendations for detailed information 
about the ease of cleaning

Shore Hardness in Accordance with ISO 7619

Ease of Renovation and Repair

> 75 Shore A

Very good
Transparent and colour finishes are abraded and renewed.  
The rest of the floor construction remains untouched.  
Small areas of damage can be rectified using a repair  
kit.

Abrasion Resistance in Accordance with ISO 4649,
Process A

< 250 mm3

Colour Fastness to Artificial Light in Accordance with 
EN ISO 105-B02:2002

Laying on Old Subsurfaces

Level 7, excellent

Very good
The old subsurface is fully sealed

Resistance to Burning Cigarettes in Accordance with 
EN 1399

> Level 4 using process A
> Level 3 using process B

Resistance to Chemicals in Accordance with EN 423

Good
Details on chemical resistance are available upon request

Contact: Thomas Beitzel, Phone: +49 2751 803-130  •  t.beitzel@berleburger.de; 
Peter Breuer, Phone: +49 2751 803-131 •  p.breuer@berleburger.de  •  Downloads at 
www.berleburger.com: Technical Data Sheets, Certificates
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decoelast® is
decorative + elastic + versatile + individual +
sound-absorbent + hygienic + easy to clean +
durable + repairable + seamless + innovative +
low-emission + kind to health + environmentally
friendly + low impact on joints + anti-slip +++



Downloads

Information Downloads

More detailed information and documents can be found at our 
website www.berleburger.com: press releases, high-resolution 
press photos, our latest trade fair activities, a hotline to our 
friendly customer consultants, RSS feeds containing news 
on BSW, background information, E-Papers, the websites of 
our subsidiaries and the BSW home page in many different 
languages.

Our retail and industry customers benefit from our BSW Media 
Support. We offer hundreds of product photos and graphics, 
presentations, text modules and open files of our product logos, 
print materials, etc. All materials are available for downloading 
and designing your own advertising materials. Our marketing 
department will send you your exclusive link and the access 
data to the password-protected BSW Media Support. 

Please do not hesitate to contact our marketing department 
(contact details below) or our friendly BSW customer consult-
ants, should you have any questions or need assistance.

Contact: Albrecht Rieger, Phone: +49 2751 803-154   •  a.rieger@berleburger.de

www.
berleburger.

com

All documents and information you need for making your deci-
sion, tendering procedures and also for the installation, use and 
care of BSW products are available at www.berleburger.com. 
In a matter of seconds you can download technical data sheets, 
certificates and installation instructions, all in the required file 
formats. 

Click on Downloads in the website navigation section. 

Up to date information is provided on our website and in the 
PDF versions of this catalogue. The PDF versions are available 
for download on our website.
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Your contact to BSW GmbH
Thomas Beitzel
Fax  +49 (0)2751 803 139
t.beitzel@berleburger.de

Phone: +49 (0)2751 803 130

Peter Breuer
Fax  +49 (0)2751 803 139
p.breuer@berleburger.de

Phone:  +49 (0)2751 803 131

BSW Berleburger
Schaumstoffwerk GmbH
Am Hilgenacker 24
57319 Bad Berleburg 
Germany  

info@berleburger.de
www.berleburger.com

decoelast®
www.

berleburger.
com

mailto:t.beitzel@berleburger.de

